ABSTRACT
Responds of the church in its presence in the world, is not complacent in the
routine and ceremonial activities only, but participated in transforming and
liberating its community from the plight, tortures and misery to be transformed in
to the form of happiness. Globalization besides bringing the plus impacts and also
accelerate the services, it can’t be denied have brings the minus impacts and has
made the socio-economic inequality and poverty in all lines and places. The issues
of socio-economic inequality as the consequences of globalization, the policies
which are not pro poor and the greediness of small groups of capitalists who
controlling almost a half of the wealth of this earth, have resulted in to the
circumstances of inequality and misery, suffering, poverty, violence and the
destruction of nature’s creation, HIV Aids as well as Gender bias.
In the midst of this conditions the church Diaconia prophetic take part to empower
and encourage its community to be critical, realistic and dynamic, to be able to
address the problems and sufferings, and out of the problems of inequality and
poverty faced by the community and this earth. The presence of Credit
Cooperative (Credit Union) organization, an organization which is time-tested
throughout the centuries, a medium of autonomous social economic, and also a
medium specifically for the poor victims of injustice to be allied each other, share
life and encourages each other, to develop social economic, transform poverty life
into the happiness, and criticize the policies which are not pro poor, so that the
poor are able to liberate from the problems they suffered. To realize the holistic,
whole and complete mission of the church, the efficient and professional Credit
Union organization must be built and encouraged both in the churches and in the
regions, as the extension of the church ministry which is concern with the
economics of its community. Strategyc thingking, planning and action as the part
of strategyc management, the tools which are really needed by the organization of
Credit Union towards the more successful, reliable qualified, efficient and
professional organization, besides competitive also become an organization which
is able to minimize the economic inequality and poverty, encouraging its
community to get out of the poverty and inequality issues towards the prosperity.

